2013 Alternative Breaks
Serve it forward, apply today.

9/6  Alternative Breaks Open House, 4-6PM at Winship Ballroom
9/7  Alternative Winter Break (AWB) Applications DUE
9/13 Alternative Fall Break (AFB) Applications DUE
9/18 AFB & AWB Applicants NOTIFIED
10/12-15  Alternative Fall Break!!!
10/25  Alternative Spring Break Applications DUE!!!
10/30  Alternative Spring Break Participants notified
1/5-1/12 Alternative Winter Break!!!
3/8-3/16 Alternative Spring Break!!!

Apply TODAY:
http://oslss.emory.edu/how_to_get_involved/index.html

Questions? Contact Co-Directors Shyama Appareddy (nappare@emory.edu) or Maretta Fan (mhfan@emory.edu)!
Alternative Break to the Heart of Atlanta!

Fall Break to the heart of Atlanta!

Social Justice issue: poverty and inequality within education

Is Georgia on your mind? This trip will combine aspects of inequity within education as well as poverty within Emory University's home city, Atlanta. Do you know this city well enough? What if you were put to the challenge? This trip will give participants a chance to explore the Atlanta area through fun excursions and service to the community.

If interested in learning more contact Julie Dunn at jdunn6@emory.edu or Tahsin Rajabali (trajaba@emory.edu).
At-Risk Youth Advocacy
Greenville, SC

Learn how to work with at-risk youth and volunteer with organizations that provide various opportunities for these youth.

Contact:
Talia Gilbert
talia.gilbert@emory.edu

Amin Addetia
aaddeti@emory.edu

Alternative Fall Break
Oct 11-14

GOAT: Great Outdoor Trips

Mill Village Farms

White Horse Academy

Think2x
Social Inequality
Atlanta, GA

“Turning Home”

Contact Noah Selman at nselman@emory.edu
Mission:

• To advocate against disparities in healthcare towards low-income and minority patients
• To view this injustice in the light of past civil rights struggles

Contact:
Manasa Bhatta: manasa.bhatta@emory.edu
Heather Wang: heather.wang@emory.edu

IMAGINE: HEALTH INEQUITY (Birmingham, AL)
ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK

March 10-14, 2014
Apply for ASB in New Orleans!

Theme: Sustainability

We will be working with the following organizations:
The Green Project
Green Light
Center for Sustainable Engagement and Development

Some service projects on the trip may involve getting dirty!

There will be a couple fun activities planned during the week to allow volunteers to explore the city of New Orleans more!

Have any questions or want more information? Contact Naziya Noorani (nnooran@emory.edu) or Regina Zhang (rbzhang@emory.edu)
ASB
Youth Advocacy
Orlando, Florida

Amy Van Pelt
Phillip Jo
Knoxville, Tennessee: Poverty in Perspective

March 8 – March 15th, 2014

Work in urban Appalachia and learn what barriers poverty creates in urban and rural areas.

How does poverty impact all areas of a person’s life?

What can I do to help?

Focus areas include: education, health care, homelessness, and hunger.

Contact: Sara (sara.stavile@emory.edu) or Justin (zizhou.nie@emory.edu)
Walk with the Waccamaw Siouan:

Native American Cultural Awareness in Bolton, NC. Spring Break 2014

Trip Leaders: Kevin McPherson & Natalia Via

This trip will connect students with a small tribe known as the Waccamaw Siouan based in Bolton, NC.

On this trip, students will be able to:
- engage in cultural activities such as traditional dance, potlucks, and jewelry making with the tribe
- create personal bonds with members of the community
- learn about Native American life in the South East

Service will focus on challenges in the Waccamaw Siouan community:
- home and facility building and upkeep
- elderly and child care issues
- environmental and sustainability tasks
- cultural preservation

All the while, students will get a feel for how Native Americans live in the Bolton community by exploring their history through culturally-relevant tours and discussions. You leave with an entirely new outlook on Native life and with incredible memories and friendships.
Reducing the Distance
Homeless Immersion in Atlanta

7 Days of service in the Atlanta Area
5 Nights in Atlanta

Help a community that is voiceless and uncounted

Educate yourself about America’s largest uncounted issue

Connect yourself to the people and organizations that suffer from it and fight against it.
ALTERNATIVE WINTER BREAK

January 5-12, 2014
Alternative Winter Break

Disaster Relief & Community Building

Social Justice Topics:
- Children’s Rights
- Health Issues
- Disaster Relief

Location: Nassau, Bahamas

Application Due Saturday!

Lots of Fundraising!

Questions or Concerns? Contact Ruku Machiwalla or Camila Donoso